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Updates in draft-ietf-dmm-tn-aware-mobility-04 and 05

o Align terminology, concepts in teas Network Slices Framework
- revised terminology throughout to align with teas framework
- description and concepts use teas framework.
- referenced by teas mobile network slice draft

o Revision to address relation to 3GPP functions

o Revisions for text to read consistently

o Shared and collaborating with teas slices authors 



Updates to Abstract section 

Uses teas terminology, clarifies 3GPP context, clean up of text. 

version 05



Network Figure updates to align terminology

version 05

Updates with teas terminology: Network Controller (NC), orchestrator (TNO). 



Some  updates in rest of the draft

Figure - TS 28.541
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o “… this is a scenario where there is an Attachment Circuit (AC) between the 3GPP entity (customer edge) and the 
SDP (Service Demarcation Point) in the IP transport network (provider edge). The Attachment Circuit(AC) may for 
example be between a UPF in a data center to a (provider edge) router that serves as the service demarcation 
point for the transport network slice. ..”

o “ ..The TNO should be seen as a logical entity that can be part of NSSMF. The TNF should be seen as a logical 
entity that can be part of NSSMF in the 3GPP management plane [TS.28.533-3GPP]. ..”

o Clarified that how the UDP port information is provided from slice establishment/management plane to user 
plane (UPF, gNB) is up to 3GPP. This draft is only looking at associating the slice information in the transport 
network.
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Next Steps

Request for WG reviews and last call.


